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FOOD HOLDING CABINETS 

@Approved @Usted 

1----1:1 
18" X 24" sheet pans are available for rent. 

These pans may be used to hold products 

or be used as "shelves" for your pans. 


Holding cabinets have 18 to 22 shelf ledges. 

Many people skip a ledge when using sheet pans 

to allow for more product space and heat circulation. 


OPTIONAL ELECTRICAL HEATING UNIT 
Electrical: 120 Volts, 1400 Watts, 11.66 Amps 
DO NOT USE EXTENSION CORDS 

TO START OPTIONAL HEATING UNIT: 
Pour 1-112 quarts boiling water into pan. 

Connect cord to power supply. 

Set thermostate to number 5-1/2. 

Preheat cabinet for 20 minutes. 

Place hot foods in for holding and adjust 

thermostate as needed. 


CLEANING DIRECTIONS 
Disconnect unit from electrical receptacle before cleaning. 
Clean the inside & outside of cabinet as follows: 
1. Remove heating unit and ledge inserts. 
2. Use hot water and a mild detergent used in the recommended concentration. 
3. Rinse in clean hot water (170 to 190 degrees ). 
4. DO NOT USE HARSH CHEMICALS OR ABRASIVES 
5. Clean ledge inserts in the same method mentioned above. 

NOTE: 
Iffood residue is hard to rer;nove, rub the spot gently with Scotch-Brite or a similar product. 

~ WARNING 

NO EXTENTION CORDS! Disconnect unit from electrical receptical before cleaning. 


For product safety info visit www.UL.com/consumer/products.html& ask your rental clerk 

www.UL.com/consumer/products.html


OPERATION & MAINTENANCE 

INSTRUCTIONS 


POWER REQUIREMENTS: Standard Grounded 110-120 volt outlet (AC), 15 amps. 

HOLDING CABINET: 
1. Flip the "on/off" switch to "on." 
2. 	 Flip the "proo17hold" switch to "hold." This will activate the two elements inside the 

heat unit. The immersible element in the water pan will not be activated. 
3. 	 Set the thermostat (marked temperature) to the position to reach the desired internal 

temperature. For exa~set the dial at "6" and make adjustments where 
appropriate. In general, for holding, the temperature inside the cabinet should be 
at 165*F to maintain a temperature above 140*F when food is being transferred. 

4. 	 Maximum temperature should be reached in approximately 30 minutes, however, 
ambient temperature may affect the pre-heat time and the maximum holding 
temperature. Place hot product in the unit when desired temperature is reached. 
This unit will not bring cold foods up to temperature. 
**For long term holding, we recommend an insulated unit.** 

PROOFING CABINET: 
1. 	 Fill the water pan with water to cover the element. Distilled water is recommended. 

Tap water will leave deposits. 
2. Flip the "on/off" switch to "on." 
3. 	 Flip the "proo£,hold" switch to "proof." This will activate the immersible element in 

the water pan. Check the water level periodically. The element will not be 
damaged if the water level falls below the element, however no humidity will be 
produced. 

4. 	 Set the thermostat (marked temperature) to reach the desired temperature. For 
example, set the dial at "4" and make adjustments where necessary. The 
temperature should be between 90*F and 1 05*F for the best results when 
proofing. At temperatures above 105*F one runs the risk ofkilIing the yeast. 

5. 	 Set the humidistat to reach the desired humidity level required for your products. For 
example, set the dial at "4," and make adjustments higher for more humidity and 
lower for less humidity. Once an internal temperature in your desired range is 
achieved and humidity begins to condense on the inside, maximum humidity 
has been reached. Setting the humidistat any higher will only cause more water to 
condense, run down the interior of the cabinet and drain from the cabinet. If this 
occurs, simply adjust the humidistat to a lower setting or turn up the heat. 

**Ifdesired, dry proofing is possible by not adding water to the water pan. ** 
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